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Introduction
A true cultural and institutional revolution in current research is

necessary to reform thoroughly the habits and practices that have not
sufficiently taken into account recent trends in the sciences of the brain.
In fact, neurosciences are now characterized by the application of
different and complementary skills, all in areas in which French
laboratories lag considerably behind. It is also urgent to provide these
laboratories with more favorable working conditions, that until recently
had promoted competitiveness at an international level.

1 Making up for the evergrowing gap
in functional physiology in cognitive
and computational neurosciences

The measures required must go beyond the declarations of intent
and partial measures that have characterized the last decade.

� Teaching: multidisciplinary training must be facilitated

• Training must be based on decompartmentilization between
various scientific fields. A thorough knowledge of various fields is a
requirement for progress both at the fundamental and the clinical level.
Neurosciences are characterized by the application of diverse and
complementary skills for which students are not presently properly
trained in their course work. Mixed multidisciplinary graduate courses
should be established at the universities and the grandes écoles. This
training should fulfill the requirements of today’s research which
combines the Life Sciences, Engineering (physics, chemistry,
mathematics, computer sciences) and other fields such as Linguistics
and Experimental neuropsychology.

• In this respect, we would like to point out that the requirement that
research groups be attached to a single doctoral school is highly
inadequate. Not all the scientific disciplines needed to carry out truly
novel projects are represented in any one doctoral school.

• Theses should be financed over longer periods of time and the
duration of the grant should take into account the diversity of the theme
under study and its eventual dependence on animal experimentation.

� Research institutions: structures and equipment should be adapted

• Mixed sections should be created within the EPST so as to
promote interactions between fields and to fully carry out their missions,
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if necessary through priority recruiting. In fact, the solution that is most
often chosen by these institutions when opening “interdisciplinary”
research positions is just to exchange positions between departments.
Moreover, elected or nominated members of the various sections of the
CNRS Life Sciences and the INSERM specialized commissions, by their
own admission, are incompetent at judging the recruitment and
promotion of non conventional and truly innovative candidates. In
particular, this is the case in the fields of cybernetics, applied
mathematics, simulation and neuro-computing. This bottleneck must be
resolved for young scientists who have a mixed background in both
clinical and fundamental sciences.

• A long-term policy must be established to finance the development
and acquisition of large and medium-scale equipment that exceed the
buying capacities of individual laboratories, in particular in the following
fields:

– cerebral imaging of humans and primates (a necessary step in the
study of normal and pathological brains in experimental psychology and
cognitive sciences) as well as small animals (currently indispensable in
the areas of functional physiology and in the post-genomic context).
Efforts must focus on all aspects of this discipline, including the
acquisition of high-field magnetic equipment;

– the study of genetic factors involved in: the normal and
pathological development of the nervous system and its physiology; in
important neurological and mental disorders that require strengthened
means for genotyping; and in the development of related techniques.
Laboratories must also be provided with screening facilities with a high
output for therapeutically useful molecules;

– networks for electronic communication between laboratories and
specialized centers, including international and European centers must be
established to promote the creation of databanks that must meet the
quality criteria (ethical aspects, traceability, computerized management…).
Such databanks are an absolute requirement for neurocomputing and all
research, whether it is fundamental, epidemiological or concerns the public
health.

The necessary efforts cannot succeed without a true dialogue with
the industries involved.

� Evaluation and Concerted Incentives

• A scientific committee composed mainly of international experts,
with powers and prerogatives similar to those of the former DGRST,
should be created by the Ministry for Research. Its mission will be to
identify the laboratories that are the most likely to help our country catch
up in functional and cognitive neurosciences, and to select without any
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collusion the best among these in order to implement the measures
outlined above.

• Following the recommendations of this committee, wide scale
Concerted Incentives ensuring a real and competitive support for
research projects and personnel should be given with the objective of
allowing the best groups and those upcoming to become competitive on
themes such as anatomy-function coupling, neurosciences and robotics
interface, complex systems and cerebral functions.

• Different levels of brain integration must be taken into account, but
greater importance must be given to projects and groups that rely on
studies of the nervous system on whole animals, whether these are
invertebrates or mammals, including primates.

2 Promotion of a symbiosis between clinicians
and researchers in neurosciences

� Training and careers

• Training in and familiarity with research techniques guaranties
efficient communication between medical staff and experts in
fundamental sciences. Consequently, medical research must be
stimulated by incorporating clinical methodologies within the framework
of graduate training and training of hospital and research staff.
Conversely, medical students must have a knowledge of the various
methods and disciplines that are indispensable to the progress of Life
Sciences. A double doctoral diploma of the MD-Ph.D. type existing in
Anglo-Saxon countries should be beneficial and widely offered in
medical schools.

• Too few researchers recruited by INSERM have medical training.
We recommend that the overlap of medical and scientific careers be
encouraged by putting the staff of one institution at the disposal of
another (for example, hospital - ESPT) within the context of short term
agreements lying within the scope of project networks.

� Research on pathologies of the nervous system

• Researchers in neurosciences must be encouraged to explore the
field of abnormal behaviors and neurological disorders, which still too
often only fall under the responsibility of clinical staff using conventional
diagnostic modes.

• Priority must be given to research involving collaborations between
research scientists and clinicians and the use of research tools that until
now were reserved for studying normal subjects.
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• Highly innovated interdisciplinary technical facilities must be built
that combine the most advanced techniques in physics, nonlinear
dynamics in the sciences of complexity, computing and imaging. These
will facilitate the study of the major sensory and motor systems and will
create interfaces between machines, brain and therapeutic trials in
animals.

The search for the genetic causes of neurobiological disorders and
for the difficult distinction between genetic and epigenetic factors in
mental diseases must benefit from all the large and medium-scale
equipment and the databanks which we recommended that French
research should possess.

3 Creation of research institutes

We recommend the creation of true Institutes for Neurosciences,
various units with differing expertise and hospitals to facilitate the
exchange between clinical and fundamental researchers. These
institutes should possess means for research in molecular genetics,
imaging, cellular and systems electrophysiology as well as
pharmacology. Depending on local conditions, these may be under the
form of institutes “without walls” functioning as networks. Alternatively,
existing buildings or specially constructed buildings should be put at
their disposal in sites where a significant critical mass of patients,
clinicians and research units already exists. The hospital group of Pitié-
Salpêtrière in Paris, the neurological hospital of Lyon and the University
Hospital Center (CHU) of Grenoble are examples for absolute
importance in priority.

4 Increase public awareness

It is necessary to improve public knowledge of the problems posed
by neurological and psychiatric diseases. The public should be made
aware of the challenges and the institutes involved in research on
normal and pathological behavior. This communications effort must be
made in collaboration with patients associations, the Foundation for
medical research and the scholarly societies such as the French Society
for Neurology, the Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of
Medicine.
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